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Dediated to S. V. Vostokov,our Teaher in mathematis and in lifeON CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVESWITH INTEGRAL COEFFICIENTS

© M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVOur main goal in this paper is to de�ne a ertain Chow weight struturewChow on the ategory DM(S) of (onstrutible) dh-motives over anequiharateristi sheme S. In ontrast to the previous papers of D. H�ebertand the �rst author on weights for relative motives (with rational oef-�ients), we an ahieve our goal for motives with integral oeÆients(if harS = 0; if harS = p > 0, then we onsider motives with Z[ 1p ℄-oeÆients). We prove that the properties of the Chow weight struturesthat were previously established for Q-linear motives an be arried overto this \integral" ontext (and we generalize some of them using ertainnew methods). In this paper we mostly study the version of wChow de�nedvia \gluing from strata"; this enables us to de�ne Chow weight struturesfor a wide lass of base shemes.As a onsequene, we ertainly obtain ertain (Chow)-weight spetralsequenes and �ltrations on any (o)homology of motives.IntrodutionIn this paper we onstrut ertain \weights" for R-linear motives overa sheme S. Here S is an exellent �nite-dimensional Noetherian sheme ofharateristi p (that an be 0) and R is a unital ommutative assoiative o-eÆient ring; in the ase where p > 0, we require p to be invertible in R. Theseweights are ompatible with Deligne's weights for onstrutible omplexes of�etale sheaves (see Remark 3.2.2(4) below).Key words: Voevodsky motives, triangulated ategories, weight strutures, Deligne'sweights, dh-topology.Supported by RFBR (grants no. 14-01-00393A and 15-01-03034A). The �rst author isalso grateful to Dmitry Zimin's Foundation \Dynasty".14



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 15Now we explain this in more detail. Deligne's weights for �etale sheaves andmixed Hodge strutures (and for the orresponding derived ategories) arevery important for modern algebrai geometry. So, lifting these weights tomotives is an important part of the so-alled Beilinson's (motivi) dream. The\lassial" approah (due to Beilinson) to do this is to de�ne a �ltration onmotives that would split Chow motives into their omponents orresponding tosingle (o)homology groups (i.e., it should yield the so-alled Chow{Kunnethdeompositions). Sine the existene of Chow{Kunneth deompositions is verymuh onjetural, it is no wonder that this approah was not really suessful(up to now); moreover, it annot work for R-linear motives if R is not a Q-al-gebra.In [3℄ an alternative method for de�ning weights for motives was proposedand suessfully implemented. The so-alled Chow weight struture on the tri-angulated ategory of Voevodsky motives DMgm (with integral oeÆients)over a harateristi 0 �eld was de�ned; the heart of this weight strutureis the \lassial" ategory of Chow motives. Now, arbitrary weight stru-tures yield funtorial weight �ltrations and weight spetral sequenes for any(o)homologial funtor (from DMgm). These weight �ltrations and spetralsequenes generalize Deligne's ones; note that they are also well de�ned for any(o)homology with integral oeÆients (this is a vast extension of the earlierresults of [14℄ on ohomology with ompat support)!The next paper in this diretion was [4℄, where the Chow weight struturefor Z[1p ℄-linear motives over a perfet �eld of harateristi p was de�ned.At the same time, the theory of Voevodsky triangulated motivi ategoriesover any \more or less general" base sheme S was (in [10℄) developed to thestage that the Chow weight struture for Beilinson motives over S (i.e., forS-motives with rational oeÆients) ould be de�ned; independently, this wasdone in [15℄ and in [7℄ (see Remark 2.3.3(2) below).Our main goal in the urrent paper is to de�ne the Chow weight strutureon Z[1p ℄-linear motives (and more generally, on R-linear motives for any Z[1p ℄-algebra R) over any exellent �nite-dimensional Noetherian base sheme S ofharateristi p (here we set Z[1p ℄ = Z if p = 0, and onsider dh-motives withR-oeÆients that were denoted by DMdh(S;R) in [12℄). To ahieve this weuse the \gluing onstrution" of the Chow weight struture; this onstru-tion was desribed (for Q-linear motives) in [7, §2.3℄ (whereas the methodwas �rst proposed in [3, §8.2℄). This requires some new methods for study-ing morphisms between relative motives (in §1.3). We also note that all theproperties and appliations of the Chow weight struture desribed in [7℄ arryover to our \integral" ontext. We apply some new arguments for studying theweight-exatness of motivi funtors (in §2.2; following [8℄, we use Borel{Moore



16 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVmotives); they allow us to extend the orresponding results to not neessarilyquasiprojetive morphisms of base shemes.Thus this paper gives onvenient tools for studying \integral" (and torsion)weight phenomena for (equiharateristi) shemes and motives. In parti-ular, we obtain funtorial \Chow-weight" �ltrations and spetral sequenes(see §3.2). Note still that we are able to prove that \expliit Chow motives"over S yield a weight struture for S-motives (as in [15℄ and [7, §2.1℄) only if Sis a \pro-smooth limit" of shemes of �nite type over a �eld (see §2.3 and [17℄).Finally, we note that one an (ertainly) onsider motivi ategories orre-sponding to Grothendiek topologies distint from the dh one. In partiular,a (not really \suessful") attempt was made in [6℄ to onstrut ertain Chowweight strutures on relative Nisnevih motivi ategories (using their proper-ties established in [10℄). Note yet that the Nisnevih motives are isomorphi tothe dh-ones over regular bases (see [12, Corollary 5.9℄); this is also expetedto be true in general. On the other hand, though (R-linear) �etale motivi ate-gories (that were thoroughfully studied in [11℄) enjoy several \nie" properties,there is no hane to de�ne wChow for them unless Q ⊂ R, whereas in the latterase the relative motivi ategories mentioned \do not depend on the hoieof a topology" (if we ompare dh, Nisnevih, �etale, and h-motives).The authors are deeply grateful to prof. F. Deglise for his very helpful expla-nations. The �rst author expresses his gratitude to Unit�e de math�ematiquespures et appliqu�ees of �Eole normale sup�erieure de Lyon for the wonderfulworking onditions in January of 2015.
§1. PreliminariesThis setion is mostly a reolletion of basis on (relative dh)-motives andweight strutures; yet the results of §1.3 and the methods of their proofs are(more or less) new.1.1. Notation.

• For ategories C, D we write D ⊂ C if D is a full subategory of C.
• For a ategory C and X;Y ∈ ObjC, we denote by C(X;Y ) the set ofC-morphisms from X to Y .
• An additive subategory D of C is said to be Karoubi-losed in it ifit ontains all retrats of its objets in C. The full subategory of Cwhose objets are all retrats of objets of D (in C) will be alled theKaroubi-losure of D in C.
• C will always denote some triangulated ategory; usually it will beendowed with a weight struture w (see De�nition 1.4.1 below).



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 17
• For a set of objets Ci ∈ ObjC, i ∈ I, we denote by 〈Ci|i ∈ I〉 thesmallest stritly full triangulated subategory of C ontaining all Ci;for D ⊂ C we write 〈D〉 instead of 〈ObjD〉. We all the Karoubi-losure of 〈Ci|i ∈ I〉 in C the triangulated ategory generated by Ci(reall that it is triangulated indeed).
• For X;Y ∈ ObjC we write X ⊥ Y if C(X;Y ) = {0}. For D;E ⊂ObjC we write D ⊥ E if X ⊥ Y for all X ∈ D, Y ∈ E. For D ⊂ Cwe denote by D⊥ the lass

{Y ∈ ObjC : X ⊥ Y ∀X ∈ D}:Dually, ⊥D is the lass {Y ∈ ObjC : Y ⊥ X ∀X ∈ D}.
• We say that some Ci ∈ ObjC, i ∈ I, weakly generate C if for X ∈ObjC the ondition C(Ci[j℄;X) = {0} for all i ∈ I; j ∈ Z impliesX = 0 (i.e., if {Ci[j℄ : j ∈ Z}⊥ ontains only zero objets).
• M ∈ ObjC is said to be ompat if the funtor C(M;−) ommuteswith all small oproduts that exist in C (we shall only onsider om-pat objets in those ategories that are losed with respet to arbi-trary small oproduts).
• D ⊂ ObjC is said to be extension-stable if 0 ∈ D and for any distin-guished triangle A→ B → C in C we have A;C ∈ D =⇒ B ∈ D.
• The smallest Karoubi-losed extension-stable sublass of ObjC on-taining D is alled the envelope of D.
• Sometimes, we shall need ertain strati�ations of a sheme S. Reallthat a strati�ation � is a presentation of S as ∪S�̀, where S�̀, 1 6 ` 6n, are pairwise disjoint loally losed subshemes of S. Omitting �, weshall denote by j` : S�̀ → S the orresponding immersions. We do notdemand the losure of eah S�̀ to be the union of strata (though weould do this); we only assume that eah S�̀ is open in ∪i>`S�i .
• Below we identify a Zariski point (of a sheme S) with the spetrumof its residue �eld.
• k is a prime �eld, p = har k (p may be 0).
• All the shemes we onsider will be exellent, separated, Noetheriank-shemes (i.e., harateristi p shemes) of �nite Krull dimension (so,a \sheme" will always mean a sheme of this sort).
• A variety over a �eld F=k is a (separated) redued sheme of �nitetype over SpeF .
• Sred will denote the redued sheme assoiated with S.
• All morphisms of shemes onsidered below will be separated. Theywill also mostly be of �nite type.



18 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOV
• Throughout the paper R will be some �xed unital assoiative ommu-tative algebra over Z[1p ℄ (we set Z[1p ℄ = Z if p = 0).1.2. On dh-motives (after Cisinski and Deglise). We list some of theproperties of the triangulated ategories of dh-motives (those are ertain rela-tive Voevodsky motives with R-oeÆients desribed by Cisinski and Deglise).They are very muh similar to the properties of Beilinson motives (i.e., of Q-linear ones) that were established in [10℄ (and applied in [15℄ and [7℄ for theonstrution of the orresponding Chow weight strutures).Theorem 1.2.1. Let X, Y be (Noetherian �nite-dimensional exellent har-ateristi p) shemes, and let f : X → Y be a (separated) morphism of �nitetype.(1) For any X, there exists a tensor triangulated R-linear ategory DM(X)with a (well-de�ned) unit objet RX (in [12, De�nition 1.5℄ this ate-gory was denoted by DMdh(X;R)); it is losed with respet to arbitrarysmall oproduts.(2) The (full) subategory DM(X) ⊂ DM(X) of ompat objets is ten-sor triangulated, and RX ∈ ObjDM(S). DM(X) weakly generates
DM(X).(3) The following funtors are de�ned : f∗ : DM(Y ) ⇆ DM(X) : f∗ andf! : DM(X) ⇆ DM(Y ) : f ! for any f ; f∗ is left adjoint to f∗ and f!is left adjoint to f !.We all these the motivi image funtors. Any of them (whenf varies) yields a 2-funtor from the ategory of (separated �nite-dimensional exellent harateristi p) shemes with morphisms of �-nite type to the 2-ategory of triangulated ategories. Moreover, allmotivi image funtors preserve ompat objets (i.e., they an be re-strited to the subategories DM(−)); they also ommute with arbi-trary (small) oproduts.(4) For a Cartesian square of morphisms of �nite typeX ′ f ′

−−−−→ Y ′





y
g′ 



y

gX f
−−−−→ Ywe have g∗f! ∼= f ′!g′∗ and g′∗f ′! ∼= f !g∗.(5) For any X there exists a Tate objet R(1) ∈ ObjDM(X); tensoringby it yields an exat Tate twist funtor −(1) on DM(X). This funtoris an autoequivalene of DM(X); we will denote the inverse funtor by

−(−1). Tate twists ommute with all motivi image funtors mentioned



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 19(up to an isomorphism of funtors). Moreover, for X = P1(Y ) thereis a funtorial isomorphism f!(RP1(Y )) ∼= RY ⊕RY (−1)[−2℄.(6) f∗ is symmetri monoidal ; f∗(RY ) = RX .(7) f∗ ∼= f! if f is proper ; f !(−) ∼= f∗(−)(s)[2s℄ if f is smooth (everywhere)of relative dimension s. If f is an open immersion, we have f ! = f∗.(8) If i : S′ → S is an immersion of regular shemes everywhere of odi-mension d, then RS′(−d)[−2d℄ ∼= i!(RS).(9) If i : Z → X is a losed immersion, U = X \ Z, and j : U → X isthe omplementary open immersion, then the motivi image funtorsyield a gluing datum for DM(−) (in the sense of [1, §1.4.3℄; see also[3, De�nition 8.2.1℄). This means that (in addition to the adjuntionsgiven by assertion 3) the following statements are valid.(a) i∗ ∼= i! is a full embedding; j∗ = j! is isomorphi to the loalization(funtor) of DM(X) by i∗(DM(Z)).(b) For any M ∈ ObjDM(X), the pairs of morphisms j!j!(M) →M → i∗i∗(M) and i!i!(M)→M → j∗j∗(M) an be uniquely om-pleted to distinguished triangles (here the onneting morphismsome from the adjuntions of assertion 3).() i∗j! = 0; i!j∗ = 0.(d) All the adjuntion transformations i∗i∗ → 1DM(Z) → i!i! andj∗j∗ → 1DM(U) → j!j! are isomorphisms of funtors.(10) For the subategories DM(−) ⊂ DM(−) an obvious analog of theprevious assertion is ful�lled.(11) If f is a �nite universal homeomorphism, then f∗, f∗, f !, and f! areequivalenes of ategories. Moreover, f !RY ∼= f∗RY = RX and f∗RX =f!RX ∼= RY .(12) If S is of �nite type over a �eld, then DM(S) (as a triangulatedategory) is generated by {g∗(RX)(r)}, where g : X → S runs throughall projetive morphisms suh that X is regular, r ∈ Z.(13) Let a sheme S be the limit of an essentially aÆne (�ltering) proje-tive system of shemes S� (for � ∈ B). Then DM(S) is isomorphito the 2-olimit of the ategories DM(S�); in this isomorphism allthe onneting funtors are given by the orresponding motivi inverseimage funtors (f. Remark 1.2.2(1) below).(14) If S is smooth over k (or over any other perfet �eld), then for b; ; r ∈
Z with r > 0 we have RS(b)(2b) ⊥ RS()[2 + r℄.Proof. These statements an (mostly) be found in [12℄. Spei�ally:(1) [12, §1.6℄.(2) Immediate from the de�nition of DM(−) given in [12, §1.5℄.(3) [12, §1.6, Theorem 6.4℄.



20 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOV(4,5,6,7,9) [12, Proposition 4.3, Theorem 5.1℄ show that DM(−) is a motivitriangulated ategory ; see [10, 2.4.45℄ for the de�nition and [10, 2.4.50℄ for alist of properties that inludes the desired assertions.(8) [12, Proposition 6.2℄.(10) This is an easy onsequene of assertions 3 and 9; f. (the proof of)Proposition 1.1.2(11) in [7℄.(11) By [12, Proposition 7.1℄, the funtors f∗ ∼= f ! are equivalenes of ate-gories. Hene, their (right and left) adjoints f∗ and f! are also equivalenes.(12) [12, Proposition 7.2℄.(13) [12, Theorem 5.11℄.(14) [12, Corollary 8.6, putting X = Spe k℄. �Remark 1.2.2. 1. In [12℄ the funtor g∗ was onstruted for any morphism g :Y ′ → Y not neessarily of �nite type; it preserves ompat objets (see §6.1(ii)of ibid.) and unit objets R− (i.e., g∗(RY ) = RY ′). Moreover, for any suhg and any morphism f : X → Y of �nite type we have an isomorphismg∗f! ∼= f ′! g′∗ (for the orresponding f ′ and g′; f. part 4 of our theorem).We also note: if f is a pro-open limit of immersions, then one an de�nef ! = f∗ (in partiular, one an de�ne j!K for the natural morphism jK : K → Sif K is a Zariski point of a sheme S; f. [1, §2.2.12℄); f ! preserves ompatobjets. For the funtors of this type we also have g′∗f ′! ∼= f !g∗ (for g of �nitetype; see part 4 of our theorem one again); see [10, Proposition 4.3.14℄.2. For any morphism f : X → Y of �nite type we set MBMY (X) = f!RX(this is a ertain Borel{Moore motif of X; f. [8℄, [13℄, and [18, §I.IV.2.4℄).Note that Theorem 1.2.1(11) shows thatMBMY (X) ∼=MBMY (Xred) (reall thatXred is the redued sheme assoiated with X). Moreover, for any (separated)morphism g : Y ′ → Y the previous part of this remark yields g∗(MBMY (X)) ∼=
MBMY ′ (X ×Y Y ′).Lemma 1.2.3. Let S = ∪S�̀ be a strati�ation. Then the following statementsare valid.(1) For any M;N ∈ ObjDM(S) there exists a �ltration of DM(S)(M;N)whose fators are ertain subquotients of DM(S�̀)(j∗` (M); j !̀(N)). IfM = RS(a)[2a℄, N = RS(b)[2b + r℄ for a; b; r ∈ Z, S is regular, andall S�̀ are regular and onneted, then the fators of this �ltration on

DM(S)(M;N) are ertain subquotients of
DM(S�̀)(RS�̀ ; RS�̀(b− a− `)[2b+ r − 2a− 2`℄);where ` is the odimension of S�̀ in S.(2) If g : S → Y is a morphism of �nite type, then MBMY (S) belongs tothe envelope of MBMY (S�̀;red).



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 21(3) Let Z ⊂ X be a losed subsheme, where X is a sheme of �nite typeover S; denote by U ⊂ X the omplementary open subsheme. If Zand X are regular, and Z is everywhere of odimension  in X, thenthere is a distinguished trianglez∗RZ(−)[−2℄→ x∗RX → u∗RU (1.1)in DM(S), where z; x; u are the orresponding struture morphisms(to S).Proof. 1. The seond part of the assertion is a simple onsequene of the �rst(see Theorem 1.2.1(6,8)).We prove the �rst statement by indution on the number of strata. Byde�nition (see §1.1), S�1 is open in S, and the remaining S�̀ yield a strati�ationof S \S�1 . We denote S \S�1 by Z, the (open) immersion S�1 → S by j and the(losed) immersion Z → S by i.Now, Theorem 1.2.1(9) yields a distinguished trianglej!j!(M)→M → i∗i∗(M): (1.2)Hene, there exists a (long) exat sequene
· · · → DM(S)(i∗i∗(M); N)→ DM(S)(M;N)→ DM(S)(j!j!(M); N)→ : : :The orresponding adjuntions of funtors yield:

DM(S)(i∗i∗(M); N) ∼= DM(Z)(i∗(M); i!(N));
DM(S)(j!j!(M); N) ∼= DM(S�1 )(j∗(M); j!(N)):Now, by the indutive assumption the group DM(Z)(i∗(M); i!(N)) has a�ltration whose fators are ertain subquotients of DM(S�̀)(j∗` (M); j!(N))(for ` 6= 1). This onludes the proof.2. We use the same indution and notation as in the previous proof. Con-sidering the distinguished triangle (1.2) for M = RS and applying g! to it, weobtain a distinguished triangle

MBMY (S�1 )→MBMY (S)→MBMY (Z): (1.3)In order to omplete the indutive step, it suÆes to apply (the �rst statementin) Remark 1.2.2(2).3. We may assume that X is onneted. Theorem 1.2.1(9) yields a distin-guished triangle i!i!RX → RX → j∗j∗RX(∼= j∗RU ) (see also part 6 of thetheorem). If Z and X are regular, then i!i!RX ∼= i∗RZ(−)[−2℄ (see part 8of the theorem). Hene, the appliation of x∗ to this distinguished triangleyields (1.1). �



22 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOV1.3. Some orthogonality lemmas. The following motivi statements arevery important for the urrent paper.Lemma 1.3.1. If S is a regular sheme, then for any a; b; r ∈ Z with r > 0we have RS(a)[2a℄ ⊥ RS(b)[2b + r℄.Proof. We stratify S as ∪16`6nS` with all S` regular, aÆne, and onneted.For suh a strati�ation (by Lemma 1.2.3(1)) it suÆes to prove that
DM(S`)(RS`(a− odimS S`)[2a− 2 odimS S`℄;RS`(b− odimS S`)[2b − 2 odimS S` + r℄) = {0}:Thus, it suÆes to prove the statement for strata. That is, we may assumethat S is regular and aÆne. Suh a sheme S an be presented as the inverselimit of regular shemes of �nite type over k (by the Popesu{Spivakovskytheorem; see [10, Theorem 4.1.5℄). If S = lim

←−
S�, then DM(S)(RS(b)[2b℄;RS()[2+r℄) = lim−→DM(S�)(RS� (b)[2b℄; RS� ()[2+r℄) by Theorem 1.2.1(13).In onlusion, we refer to part (14) of that theorem. �Remark 1.3.2. This ontinuity argument along with [12, Corollary 8.6℄ alsoeasily shows that DM(RS ; RS(b)[2b + r℄) is isomorphi to the orrespondinghigher Chow group of S, i.e., it an be omputed by using the Bloh or Suslinomplex (of odimension b yles in S × �−∗) with R-oeÆients if S is aregular aÆne sheme. This result annot be generalized automatially to arbi-trary (regular exellent �nite-dimensional equiharateristi) shemes beause(to the knowledge of the authors) the Mayer{Vietoris property is not knownfor the higher Chow groups in this generality.Lemma 1.3.3. Let X and Y be regular shemes, let x : X → S and y : Y → Sbe quasiprojetive morphisms, and let r; b;  ∈ Z.Then x!(RX)(b)[2b℄ ⊥ y∗(RY )()[2 + r℄ if r > 0.Proof. Theorem 1.2.1(5) allows us to assume that b = 0. Next, we have

DM(S)(x!(RX); y∗(RY )()[2 + r℄) ∼= DM(X)(RX ; x!y∗(RY )()[2 + r℄)beause x! is left adjoint to x!.Thus, we must prove that
DM(X)(RX ; x!y∗(RY )()[2 + r℄) = {0}:We argue somewhat similarly to [8, §2.1℄. Let us make ertain redution steps.Consider a fatorization of x as X f

→ S′ h
→ S, where h is smooth of dimen-sion q, f is an embedding, and S′ is onneted, and onsider the orresponding



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 23diagram Z fY−−−−→ Y ′ hY−−−−→ Y
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yX f
−−−−→ S′ h

−−−−→ S(the upper row is the base hange of the lower one to Y ). Then we havex!y∗(RY )()[2+ r℄ = f !h!y∗(RY )()[2+ r℄ ∼= f !y′∗h!Y (RY )()[2+ r℄ (by The-orem 1.2.1(4)). Parts (7) and (6) of Theorem 1.2.1 allow us to transform thisinto f !y′∗(RY ′)(q + )[2q + 2 + r℄. Hene, below we may assume that x is anembedding (beause we an replae S by S′ in the assertion). Furthermore, theisomorphism x!y∗ ∼= zX∗z!Y for zY = hY ◦ fY shows that the group in questionis zero if Y lies over S \X (viewed as a set); see Theorem 1.2.1(1).Applying Lemma 1.2.3(1), we see that it suÆes to verify the statement forY replaed by the omponents of some regular onneted strati�ation.Now, we an hoose a strati�ation of this sort so that eah Y` lies either overX or over S \X. Therefore, it suÆes to verify our assertion in the ase wherey fators through x. Moreover, sine x!x∗ is the identity funtor on DM(X)(in this ase; see Theorem 1.2.1(9)), we may also assume that X = S. Next,applying the adjuntion y∗ ⊣ y∗ we transform DM(S)(RS ; y∗(RY )()[2 + r℄)into DM(Y )(y∗(RS); RY ()[2 + r℄) = DM(Y )(RY ; RY ()[2 + r℄). Thus itremains to apply the previous lemma. �1.4. Weight strutures: short reminder. We reall some basis of thetheory of weight strutures.De�nition 1.4.1. (1) A pair of sublasses Cw60; Cw>0 ⊂ ObjC is saidto de�ne a weight struture w for C if these sublasses satisfy thefollowing onditions:(a) Cw>0; Cw60 are Karoubi-losed in C (i.e., ontain all C-retratsof their objets);(b) semiinvariane with respet to translations:Cw60 ⊂ Cw60[1℄, Cw>0[1℄ ⊂ Cw>0;() orthogonality:Cw60 ⊥ Cw>0[1℄;(d) weight deompositions: for any M ∈ ObjC there exists a dis-tinguished triangleB →M → A f
→ B[1℄suh that A ∈ Cw>0[1℄; B ∈ Cw60.(2) The ategory Hw ⊂ C whose objets are Cw=0 = Cw>0 ∩ Cw60,Hw(Z; T ) = C(Z; T ) for Z; T ∈ Cw=0, will be alled the heart of w.



24 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOV(3) Cw>i (respetively, Cw6i, respetively, Cw=i) will denote the lassCw>0[i℄ (respetively, Cw60[i℄, respetively, Cw=0[i℄). We denote Cw>i∩Cw6j by C [i;j℄ (so it equals {0} for i > j).(4) We say that (C;w) is bounded if ∪i∈ZCw6i = ObjC = ∪i∈ZCw>i.(5) Let C and C ′ be triangulated ategories endowed with weight stru-tures w and w′, respetively; let F : C → C ′ be an exat funtor. Wesay that F is left weight-exat (with respet to w, w′) if it maps Cw60into C ′w′60; it is right weight-exat if it maps Cw>0 into C ′w′>0. F isweight-exat if it is both left and right weight-exat.(6) Let H be a full subategory of a triangulated C. We say that H isnegative if ObjH ⊥ (∪i>0Obj(H[i℄)).(7) We all a ategory AB a fator of an additive ategory A by its (full)additive subategory B if Obj(AB )= ObjA andAB (M;N) = A(M;N) /

(

∑O∈ObjBA(O;N) ◦ A(M;O)):Now we reall the properties of weight strutures that will be needed be-low (and an easily be formulated). See [7℄ for the referenes to the proofs(whereas the fat that Hw′ ∼= HwHwD in the setting of assertion 8 is given byProposition 3.3.4(1) of [21℄).Proposition 1.4.2. Let C be a triangulated ategory.(1) A pair (C1; C2) (C1; C2 ⊂ ObjC) de�nes a weight struture for C ifand only if (Cop2 ; Cop1 ) de�nes a weight struture for Cop.(2) Let w be a weight struture for C. Then Cw>0 = (Cw6−1)⊥ andCw60 = ⊥Cw>1 (see §1.1).(3) Let w be a weight struture on C. Then Cw60, Cw>0, and Cw=0 areextension-stable.(4) Suppose that v, w are weight strutures for C; let Cv60 ⊂ Cw60 andCv>0 ⊂ Cw>0. Then v = w (i.e., the inlusions are identities).(5) Assume that H ⊂ ObjC is negative and C is idempotent omplete.Then there exists a unique weight struture w on the triangulated sub-ategory T of C generated by H suh that H ⊂ Tw=0. Its heart is theenvelope (see §1.1) of H in C; it is the idempotent ompletion of H ifH is additive.(6) For the weight struture mentioned in the previous assertion, Tw60 isthe envelope of ∪i60H[i℄; Tw>0 is the envelope of ∪i>0H[i℄.



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 25(7) Let C and D be triangulated ategories endowed with weight struturesw and v, respetively. Let F : C ⇆ D : G be adjoint funtors. Then Fis left weight-exat if and only if G is right weight-exat.(8) Let w be a weight struture for C; let D ⊂ C be a triangulated sub-ategory of C. Suppose that w yields a weight struture for D (i.e.,ObjD ∩Cw60 and ObjD ∩ Cw>0 give a weight struture for D).Then w also indues a weight struture on C=D (the loalization, i.e.,the Verdier quotient of C by D) in the following sense: the Karoubi-losures of Cw60 and Cw>0 (viewed as lasses of objets of C=D) give aweight struture w′ for C=D (note that ObjC = ObjC=D). Moreover,Hw′ is naturally equivalent to HwHwD if w is bounded.(9) Suppose that D ⊂ C is a full subategory of ompat objets endowedwith a bounded weight struture w′. Suppose that D weakly generatesC; let C admit arbitrary (small) oproduts. Then w′ an be extendedto a ertain weight struture w for C.(10) Let D i∗→ C j∗
→ E be a part of a gluing datum (see Theorem 1.2.1(9)).Then for any pair of weight strutures on D and E (we will denote themby wD and wE, respetively) there exists a weight struture w on C suhthat both i∗ and j∗ are weight-exat (with respet to the orrespondingweight strutures). Furthermore, the funtors i! and j∗ are right weight-exat (with respet to the orresponding weight strutures); i∗ and j!are left weight-exat. Moreover,Cw>0 = C1 = {M ∈ ObjC : i!(M) ∈ DwD>0; j∗(M) ∈ EwE>0};Cw60 = C2 = {M ∈ ObjC : i∗(M) ∈ DwD60; j∗(M) ∈ EwE60}:Finally, C1 (respetively, C2) is the envelope of j!(Ew60) ∪ i∗(Dw60)(respetively, of j∗(Ew>0) ∪ i∗(Dw>0)).(11) In the setting of the previous assertion, if wD and wE are bounded,then w is also bounded. Next, Cw60 (respetively, Cw>0) is the en-velope of {i∗(DwD=l); j!(EwE=l); l 6 0} (respetively, {i∗(DwD=l),j∗(EwE=l); l > 0}).(12) In the setting of assertion 10, the weight struture w desribed is theonly weight struture for C suh that both i∗ and j∗ are weight-exat.Remark 1.4.3. Part 8 of the proposition an be reformulated as follows. Ifi∗ : D → C is an embedding of triangulated ategories that is weight-exat(with respet to ertain weight strutures for D and C), and an exat funtorj∗ : C → E is equivalent to the loalization of C by i∗(D), then there exists aunique weight struture w′ for E suh that the funtor j∗ is weight-exat. If



26 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVw is bounded, then HwE is equivalent to Hwi∗(HwD) (with respet to the naturalfuntor Hwi∗(HwD) → E).
§2. On the Chow weight strutures for relative motivesThis is the main setion of our paper. We de�ne the Chow weight struturesfor relative motives by using the \gluing onstrution" and study their prop-erties. We also prove that the heart of wChow(S) onsists of ertain \Chow"motives if S is a variety over a �eld (or if it is \pro-smooth aÆne" over avariety).A substantial part of this setion is merely a \reombination" of (the or-responding parts of) [7, §2℄; yet some of the arguments used in §2.2 are quitenew (and rather interesting).2.1. The onstrution of the Chow weight struture. First, we de-sribe ertain andidates for DM(S)wChow>0 and DM(S)wChow60; next weshall prove that they yield a weight struture for DM(S) indeed. A reader in-terested in ertain \motivation" for this onstrution is strongly reommendedto look at (the remarks in) [7, §2.3℄.For a sheme X we denote by OP(X) (respetively, ON (X)) the envelope(see §1.1) of p∗(RP )(s)[i + 2s℄(∼= MBMX (P )(s)[i + 2s℄; see Remark 1.2.2(2))in DM(X); here p : P → X runs through all morphisms to X that an befatorized as g ◦ h, where h : P → X ′ is a smooth projetive morphism, X ′is a regular sheme, g : X ′ → X is a �nite universal homeomorphism, s ∈ Z,whereas i > 0 (respetively, i 6 0). We denote OP(X) ∩ ON (X) by OZ(X).Remark 2.1.1. 1. Reall that for any morphism of �nite type f : Y → X wehave f∗MBMX (P ) ∼=MBMY (PY ) (see Remark 1.2.2(2)). Next, suppose that forX ′=X as above the sheme Y ′red assoiated with Y ′ = X ′Y is regular. Then theremark ited above immediately yields f∗MBMX (P )(s)[2s℄ ∈ OZ(Y ).Moreover, Theorem 1.2.1 shows that f !MBMX (P )(s)[2s℄ ∈ OZ(Y ) if f in-dues an immersion Y ′red → X ′ of regular shemes. Indeed, onsider the dia-gram PY;red pr
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CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 27where the pr and y′r are the orresponding nil-immersions.We may assume thatY and P are onneted; hene Y ′red and PY;red are also onneted. Denote theodimension of Y ′red inX ′ by ; then pr◦fP : PY;red → P is an immersion of reg-ular shemes of odimension . Then f !MBMX (P )(s)[2s℄ = f !p∗(RP )(s)[2s℄ ∼=(gY ◦y′r)∗hY;red∗(pr ◦fP )!RP (s)[2s℄. Using part 8 of the theorem, we transformthis into (gY ◦ y′r)∗hY;red∗RPYred (s− )[2s− 2℄ ∈ OZ(Y ).2. Certainly, for harX = 0 the universal homeomorphisms mentioned areisomorphisms.For a strati�ation �: S = ∪S�̀, 1 6 ` 6 n, we denote by OP(�) (respe-tively, ON (�)) the lass {M ∈ ObjDM(S) : j !̀(M) ∈ OP(S�̀); 1 6 ` 6 n}(respetively, {M ∈ ObjDM(S) : j∗` (M) ∈ ON (S�̀); 1 6 ` 6 n}).We de�ne the Chow weight struture for DM(S): DM(S)wChow>0 =
∪�OP(�), DM(S)wChow60 = ∪�ON (�); here � runs through all strati�a-tions of S.Lemma 2.1.2.1. Let Æ be a (not neessarily regular) strati�ation of S; we denote theorresponding immersions S Æ̀ → S by j`. LetM be an objet of DM(S).Suppose that j !̀(M) ∈ DM(S Æ̀)wChow>0 (respetively, j∗` (M) ∈

DM(S Æ̀)wChow60) for all `.Then M ∈ DM(S)wChow>0 (respetively, M ∈ DM(S)wChow60).2. For any immersion j : V → S we havej∗(DM(V )wChow>0) ⊂ DM(S)wChow>0;j!(DM(V )wChow60) ⊂ DM(S)wChow60:3. For any M ∈ DM(S)wChow>1 and N ∈ DM(S)wChow60, there existsa strati�ation � of S suh that M ∈ OP(�)[1℄, N ∈ ON (�).Proof. 1. We use indution on the number of strata in Æ. The 2-funtorialityof motivi upper image funtors yields that it suÆes to prove the statementfor Æ onsisting of two strata.So, suppose S = U ∪ Z, U and Z are disjoint, and U 6= {0} is open inS; we denote the immersions U → S and Z → S by j and i, respetively.By the assumptions on M , there exist strati�ations � of Z and  of U suhthat i!(M) ∈ OP(�) and j!(M) ∈ OP() (respetively, i∗(M) ∈ ON (�) andj∗(M) ∈ ON ()).We take the union of � and  and denote by � the strati�ation of S obtained(for # = � we put S�̀ = U ̀ if 1 6 ` 6 � and S�̀ = Z �̀
−� if ` > �; notethat in this way we indeed obtain a strati�ation in our weak sense of thisnotion; see §1.1). Then the 2-funtoriality of −! (respetively, of −∗) showsthat M ∈ OP(�) (respetively, M ∈ ON (�)).



28 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOV2. We hoose a strati�ation Æ ontaining V (as one of the strata). So, weassume that V = SÆv for some index v. Then it an easily be seen that j!ujv∗ =0 = j∗ujv! for any u 6= v and j!vjv∗ ∼= 1DM(V ) ∼= j∗vjv! (see Theorem 1.2.1(9)).Hene the result follows from assertion 1.3. By Remark 2.1.1(1), it suÆes to verify the following: if �,  are strat-i�ations of S, and Si` → S�̀ , S′i` → S̀ are (�nite) sets of �nite universalhomomorphisms, then there exists a ommon subdivision � of � and  suhthat all the (redued) shemes (Si` ×S S�m)red; (S′i` ×S S�m)red are regular. Forthis, it obviously suÆes to prove the following: if f : Z → S is an immersionand gi : Ti → Z are some �nite universal homeomorphisms, then there existsa strati�ation Æ of Z suh that the shemes Ti` = (Ti ×Z Z Æ̀)red are regularfor all i and `.We prove this by Noetherian indution. Suppose that the laim is true forany proper losed subsheme Z ′ of Z. Sine all (Ti)red are generially regular,we an hoose a (suÆiently small) open nonempty subsheme Z1 of Z suhthat all of (Ti ×Z Z1)red are regular.Next, apply the indutive assumption to the sheme Z ′ = Z \ Z1 and themorphisms g′i = gi ×Z Z ′; we hoose a strati�ation �′ of Z ′ suh that allT ′i` = (Ti×Z Z ′�′` )red are regular. Then it remains to take the union of Z1 with�′, i.e., we onsider the following strati�ation �: Z�1 = Z1, and Z �̀ = Z ′�′`−1for all ` > 1. �Theorem 2.1.3.(1) The ouple (DM(S)wChow>0; DM(S)wChow60) yields a bounded weightstruture wChow for DM(S).(2) In addition, DM(S)wChow>0 (respetively, DM(S)wChow60) is the en-velope of p∗(RP )(s)[2s + i℄ (respetively, of MBMS (P )(s)[2s − i℄) fors ∈ Z, i > 0, and p : P → S being the omposition of a smooth proje-tive morphism with a �nite universal homeomorphism whose domainis regular and with an immersion.(3) wChow an be extended to a weight struture wbigChow for the whole
DM(S).Proof. 1-2. We prove the statement by Noetherian indution. So, we supposethat assertions 1 and 2 are ful�lled for all proper losed subshemes of S. Weprove them for S.We denote by (DM(S)w′Chow>0;DM(S)w′Chow60) the envelopes mentionedin assertion 2. We must prove that wChow and w′Chow yield oiniding weightstrutures for DM(S).



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 29Obviously, DM(S)wChow60, DM(S)wChow>0, DM(S)w′Chow60, and
DM(S)w′Chow>0 are Karoubi-losed in DM(S), and are semiinvariant withrespet to translations (in the orresponding sense).Now, Lemma 2.1.2(2) implies that DM(S)w′Chow60 ⊂ DM(S)wChow60 and
DM(S)w′Chow>0 ⊂ DM(S)wChow>0. Hene, in order to hek that wChow andw′Chow are indeed weight strutures, it suÆes to verify that(i) the orthogonality axiom for wChow is ful�lled;(ii) any M ∈ ObjDM(S) possesses a weight deomposition with respetto w′Chow.Thus, these statements along with the boundedness of wChow imply as-sertion 1. Next, Proposition 1.4.2(4) shows that these two statements implyassertion 2 also, whereas in order to prove assertion 1 it suÆes to verify theboundedness of w′Chow (instead of that for wChow).Now we verify (i). For someM ∈ DM(S)wChow60 andN ∈ DM(S)wChow>1we hek thatM ⊥ N . By Lemma 2.1.2(3), we may assume thatM ∈ ON (�),N ∈ OP(�)[1℄ for some strati�ation � of S. Hene, it suÆes to prove that
ON (�) ⊥ OP(�)[1℄ for any �, whih is an easy onsequene of Lemmas 1.3.3and 1.2.3(1).Now we verify (ii) along with the boundedness of w′Chow. We hoose somegeneri point K of S, denoting by Kp its perfet losure, and by jKp : Kp → Sthe orresponding morphism. We �x some M . By Theorem 1.2.1(12), thereexist smooth projetive varieties Pi=Kp, 1 6 i 6 n (we denote the orrespond-ing morphisms Pi → Kp by pi), and some s ∈ Z suh that j∗Kp(M) belongsto the triangulated subategory of DM(Kp) generated by {pi∗(RPi)(s)[2s℄}.Now we hoose a �nite universal homeomorphism K ′ → K (i.e., a mor-phism of spetra of �elds orresponding to a �nite purely inseparable ex-tension) suh that the Pi are de�ned (and are smooth projetive) over K ′.By Theorem 1.2.1(13,11), for the orresponding morphisms jK′ : K ′ → Sand p′i : PK′;i → K ′ we have the following: j∗K′(M) belongs to the triangu-lated subategory of DM(K ′) generated by {p′i∗(RPK′;i)(s)[2s℄}. ApplyingZariski's main theorem in Grothendiek's form, we an hoose a �nite univer-sal homeomorphism g from a regular sheme U ′ whose generi �ber is K ′ toan open U ⊂ S (j : U → S will denote the orresponding immersion) andsmooth projetive hi : PU ′;i → U ′ suh that the �bers of PU ′;i over K ′ areisomorphi to PK′;i. Moreover, by Theorem 1.2.1(13), we an also assume that(j ◦g)∗(M) belongs to the triangulated subategory of DM(U ′) generated by
{hi∗(RPU′;i)(s)[2s℄}. Then Theorem 1.2.1(11) shows that j∗(M) belongs to thetriangulated subategory D of DM(U) generated by {(g◦hi)∗(RPU′;i)(s)[2s℄}.



30 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVSine idU yields a strati�ation of U , the set {(g ◦ hi)∗(RPU′;i)(s)[2s℄} isnegative in DM(U) (beause ON (�) ⊥ OP(�)[1℄ for any �, as we haveproved). Therefore, by Proposition 1.4.2(5{6), there exists a weight strutured for D suh that Dd>0 (respetively, Dd60) is the envelope of ∪n>0{(g ◦hi)∗(RPU′;i)(s)[2s + n℄} (respetively, of ∪n>0{(g ◦ hi)∗(RPU′;i)(s)[2s − n℄}).We also obtain that Dd>0 ⊂ DM(U)w′Chow>0 and Dd60 ⊂ DM(U)w′Chow60.We denote S \ U by Z (Z may be empty); i : Z → S is the orrespond-ing losed immersion. By the indutive assumption, wChow and w′Chow yieldoiniding bounded weight strutures for DM(Z).We have a gluing datum DM(Z) i∗→ DM(S) j∗
→ DM(U). We an \re-strit it" to a gluing datum

DM(Z) i∗→ j∗−1(D) j∗0→ D(see Proposition 1.4.2(10)), whereas M ∈ Obj(j∗−1(D)); here j∗0 is the or-responding restrition of j∗. Hene, by Proposition 1.4.2(10) there exists aweight struture w′ for j∗−1(D) suh that the funtors i∗ and j∗0 are weight-exat (with respet to the weight strutures mentioned). Therefore, there ex-ists a weight deomposition B → M → A of M with respet to w′. More-over, there exist m;n ∈ Z suh that j∗0(M) ∈ DM(U)w′Chow>m, j∗0(M) ∈
DM(U)w′Chow6n, i!(M) ∈ DM(Z)w′Chow>m, and i∗(M) ∈ DM(Z)w′Chow6n.Hene A[−1℄;M [−m℄ ∈ DM(S)w′Chow>0; B;M [−n℄ ∈ DM(S)w′Chow60; herewe apply Proposition 1.4.2(11). So, we have veri�ed (ii) and the boundednessof w′Chow. As was shown above, this �nishes the proof of assertions 1-2.3. Sine HwChow generates DM(S), and, by Theorem 1.2.1(2)), DM(S)weakly generates DM(S), we see that HwChow weakly generates DM(S).Hene the assertion follows immediately from assertion 1 and Propositi-on 1.4.2(9). �2.2. The main properties of wChow(−). Now we study the (left and right)weight-exatness of the motivi image funtors.Theorem 2.2.1.(1) The funtors −(b)[2b℄(= − ⊗ RS(b)[2b℄) are weight-exat with respetto wChow for all S and all b ∈ Z.(2) Let f : X → Y be a (separated) morphism of �nite type.(a) The funtors f ! and f∗ are right weight-exat ; f∗ and f! are leftweight-exat.(b) Suppose moreover that f is smooth. Then f∗ and f ! are alsoweight-exat.() If Sred is regular then RS ∈ DM(S)wChow=0.



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 31(d) DM(S)wChow60 is the envelope ofMBMS (T )(b)[2b−r℄ for T run-ning through all shemes of �nite type over S, b ∈ Z, r > 0;
DM(S)wChow>0 is the envelope of t∗(RT )(b)[2b+ r℄ for t : T → Srunning through all morphisms of �nite type with regular do-mains, b ∈ Z, r > 0.(e) Next, the funtor g∗ is right weight-exat if g is an arbitrary (sep-arated, not neessarily of �nite type) morphism of shemes. It isweight-exat if g is either (i) a (�ltering) projetive limit of smoothmorphisms suh that the orresponding onneting morphisms aresmooth aÆne or (ii) a �nite universal homeomorphism. In thelatter ase g! is weight-exat also.(3) Let i : Z → X be a losed immersion; let j : U → X be the omple-mentary open immersion.(a) HwChow(U) is equivalent to the fator (in the sense of De�ni-tion 1.4.1(7)) of HwChow(X) by i∗(HwChow(Z)).(b) For M∈ObjDM(X) the following is true: M∈DM(X)wChow>0(respetively, M ∈ DM(X)wChow60) if and only if j!(M) ∈
DM(U)wChow>0 and i!(M) ∈ DM(Z)wChow>0 (respetively,j∗(M) ∈ DM(U)wChow60 and i∗(M) ∈ DM(Z)wChow60).(4) Let S = ∪S�̀ be a strati�ation, and let j` : S�̀ → S be the orrespond-ing immersions. Then forM ∈ ObjDM(S) the following is true:M ∈

DM(S)wChow>0 (respetively, M ∈ DM(S)wChow60) if and only ifj !̀(M) ∈ DM(S�̀)wChow>0 (respetively, j∗` (M) ∈ DM(S�̀)wChow60)for all `.(5) For any S we have RS ∈ DM(S)wChow60.Proof. 1. Immediate from Theorem 2.1.3(2).2. Let f be an immersion. Then the desription of wChow(−) given by The-orem 2.1.3(2) implies that f∗ is left weight-exat and f! is right weight-exat.Hene, the orresponding adjuntions show (by Proposition 1.4.2(7)) that f !is left weight-exat and f∗ is right weight-exat.If f is smooth, using Theorem 2.1.3(2) (along with Theorem 1.2.1(4)), weeasily see that f∗ is left weight-exat and f ! is right weight-exat (beauseshemes that are smooth over regular bases are regular themselves). Hene,part 7 of the theorem (along with assertion 1) implies that both of thesefuntors are weight-exat (so, we obtain assertion 2b). Next, adjuntions show(by part (7) of Proposition 1.4.2) that f! is left weight-exat and f∗ is rightweight-exat.Thus assertion 2a is valid for any quasiprojetive f (beause suh an fan be presented as the omposition of a losed immersion with a smoothmorphism).



32 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVNow we verify assertion 2. Let Sred be a regular sheme; denote by v theanonial immersion Sred → S. Then v∗(RSred) ∈ DM(S)wChow=0 by Theorem2.1.3(2). Sine v∗(RSred) ∼= RS by Theorem 1.2.1(11), we obtain the result.Now we are able to prove assertion 2d. First, we observe (using Theo-rem 2.1.3(2)) that DM(S)wChow60 and DM(S)wChow>0 are sublasses ofthe orresponding envelopes. So, we must verify the reverse inlusions. Notethat any exellent Noetherian sheme admits a strati�ation the redutionsof whose omponents are regular. Hene, by Lemma 1.2.3(2), it suÆes tohek the following: if T is a regular sheme of �nite type over S, b ∈ Z, andr > 0, then MBMS (T )(b)[2b − r℄ ∈ DM(S)wChow60 and t∗(RT )(b)[2b + r℄ ∈
DM(S)wChow>0. Applying the lemma one again, we redue the �rst of theseinlusion statements to the ase where T is quasiprojetive over S (beauseany sheme of �nite type over S possesses a strati�ation whose omponentsare quasiprojetive over S). Similarly, part 3 of the lemma allows us to assumethat T is (regular and) quasiprojetive over S in the seond of these inlusionstatements. Hene it suÆes to note that RT ∈ DM(T )wChow=0 (by assertion2 of our Theorem), and apply our assertion 1 along with assertion 2a (for thequasiprojetive morphism t).Now we return to the proof of assertion 2a for a general f (of �nite type).Assertion 2d immediately yields the left weight-exatness of f!. Along withTheorem 1.2.1(4) it also easily yields the left weight-exatness of f∗. Finally,f ! and f∗ are right weight-exat by Proposition 1.4.2(7).The �rst statement in assertion 2e (also) easily follows from assertion 2d(along with Remark 1.2.2(2)). Assertion 2d (along with Remark 1.2.2(1)) alsoimplies the weight-exatness of g∗ in ase (i) (beause pro-smooth limits ofregular shemes are regular). Also, g! ∼= g∗ if g is a �nite universal homeomor-phism (see Theorem 1.2.1(11)); this �nishes the proof of the assertion.3. Sine i∗ ∼= i! in this ase, the funtor i∗ is weight-exat by assertion 2a.The funtor j∗ is weight-exat by assertion 2b.a) DM(U) is the loalization of DM(X) by i∗(DM(Z)) by Theorem1.2.1(10). Hene, Proposition 1.4.2(8) yields the result (see Remark 1.4.3; f.also [22, Theorem 1.7℄).b) Theorem 1.2.1(10) shows that wChow(X) is exatly the weight strutureobtained by \gluing wChow(Z) with wChow(U)" via Proposition 1.4.2(10) (herewe use Theorem 1.2.1(12)). So, we obtain the desired assertion (note thatj∗ = j!).4. The assertion an easily be proved by indution on the number of strata,by using assertion 3b.5. Immediate from assertion 2. �



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 33Remark 2.2.2. 1. Theorem 2.1.3(2) and assertion 2d of the previous the-orem give two distint desriptions of (DM(S)wChow>0;DM(S)wChow60) asertain envelopes. It follows that, instead of all T onsidered in the assertionmentioned, it suÆes to take only those T that are quasiprojetive over S.2. One may apply the argument used in the proof of [17, Lemma 2.23℄ toshow that MBMS (X) ⊗MBMS (Y ) ∼=MBMS (X × Y ), where X and Y are anyshemes of �nite type over S (note that lo. it. itself gives this statementfor R = Q). It ertainly follows that DM(S)wChow60 ⊗ DM(S)wChow60 ⊂
DM(S)wChow60.Now we prove that positivity and negativity of objets of DM(S) (withrespet to wChow) an be \heked at points"; this is a motivi analog of [1,
§5.1.8℄.Proposition 2.2.3. Let S denote the set of (Zariski) points of S; for K ∈ Swe denote the orresponding morphism K → S by jK.ThenM ∈ DM(S)wChow60 (respetively,M ∈ DM(S)wChow>0) if and onlyif for any K ∈ S we have j∗K(M) ∈ DM(K)wChow60 (respetively, j!K(M) ∈
DM(K)wChow>0); see Remark 1.2.2(1).Proof. If M ∈ DM(S)wChow60 (respetively, M ∈ DM(S)wChow>0) thenTheorem 2.2.1(2e) (along with (2a)) implies that j∗K(M) ∈ DM(K)wChow60(respetively, j!K(M) ∈ DM(K)wChow>0) indeed.We prove the reverse impliation by Noetherian indution. So, suppose thatour assumption is true for motives over any losed subsheme of S, and thatfor some M ∈ ObjDM(S) we have j∗K(M) ∈ DM(K)wChow60 (respetively,j!K(M) ∈ DM(K)wChow>0) for any K ∈ S.We show that M ∈ DM(S)wChow60 (respetively, M ∈ DM(S)wChow>0).By Proposition 1.4.2(2) it suÆes to verify that for any N ∈ DM(S)wChow>1(respetively, for any N ∈ DM(S)wChow6−1), and any h ∈ DM(S)(M;N)(respetively, any h ∈ DM(S)(N;M)) we have h = 0. We �x some N and h.By the \only if" part of our assertion (whih we have already proved) wehave j∗K(N) ∈ DM(K)wChow>1 (respetively, j∗K(N) ∈ DM(K)wChow6−1);hene j∗K(h) = 0. By Theorem 1.2.1(13) we see that j∗(h) = 0 for some openembedding j : U → S, where K is a generi point of U .Now suppose that h 6= 0; let i : Z → S be the losed embedding that is om-plementary to j. Then Lemma 1.2.3(2) shows that DM(S)(i∗(M); i!(N)) 6=
{0} (respetively,DM(S)(i∗(N); i!(M)) 6= {0}). Yet i!(N) ∈ DM(Z)wChow>1(respetively, i∗(N) ∈ DM(Z)wChow6−1) by Theorem 2.2.1(2b), whereasi∗(M) ∈ DM(Z)wChow60 (respetively, i!(M) ∈ DM(Z)wChow>0) by the in-dutive assumption. The ontradition obtained proves our assertion. �Finally, we prove that \weights are ontinuous".



34 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVLemma 2.2.4. Let K be a generi point of S; denote the morphism K → S byjK. LetM be an objet of DM(S), and suppose that j∗KM ∈ DM(K)wChow>0(respetively, j∗KM ∈ DM(K)wChow60). Then there exists an open immersionj : U → S, K ∈ U , suh that j∗M ∈ DM(U)wChow>0 (respetively, j∗M ∈
DM(U)wChow60).Proof. First we treat the ase where j∗K(M) ∈ DM(K)wChow>0. We onsidera weight deomposition ofM [1℄: B g

→M [1℄→A→ B[1℄. We see that j∗K(g) = 0(beause DM(K)wChow60 ⊥ j∗K(M)[1℄); hene (by Theorem 1.2.1(13)), thereexists an open immersion j : U → S (K ∈ U) suh that j∗(g) = 0. Thusj∗M [1℄ is a retrat of j∗A. Sine j∗A[−1℄ ∈ DM(U)wChow>0 (see Theorem2.2.1(2b)), and DM(U)wChow>0 is Karoubi-losed in DM(U), we obtain theresult.The seond part of our statement (i.e., that for the ase j∗K(M) ∈
DM(K)wChow60) an easily be veri�ed by using the dual argument (see Propo-sition 1.4.2(1)). �2.3. Desribing HwChow via Chow motives. Now we prove that for someS the heart of wChow(S) has quite an \expliit" desription in terms of ertainChow motives over S (whene the name).Remark 2.3.1. For a sheme S, de�ne the ategory Chow(S) of Chow motivesover S as the Karoubi-losure of {MBMS (X)(r)[2r℄} = {f∗(RX)(r)[2r℄} in
DM(S); here f : X → S runs through all proper morphisms suh that X isregular, r ∈ Z.Then Theorem 2.2.1(2,2a) yields Chow(S) ⊂ HwChow(S).Now we prove that in some ases the last embedding is an equivalene ofategories.Proposition 2.3.2. Assume that S an be presented as a �ltered (projetive)limit of varieties over some (not neessarily prime) �eld with smooth and aÆnetransition morphisms. Then Chow(S) = HwChow(S).Proof. Sine Chow(S) ⊂ HwChow(S), it is negative (by the orthogonality ax-iom for weight strutures). Hene, Proposition 1.4.2(5) yields the existene ofa weight struture w on the triangulated subategory T of DM(S) generatedby Chow(S) suh that Chow(S) ∼= Hw. Next, parts 3 and 6 of the propositionshow that the embedding of T into DM(S) is weight-exat (with respet tow and wChow). Hene, part 4 of the proposition redues the assertion to thefat that T = DM(S), i.e., that Chow(S) generates DM(S).By Theorem 1.2.1(12) the last statement is true if S is a variety itself.Hene, it remains to pass to the (\pro-smooth aÆne") limit in this statement.



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 35By ontinuity (Theorem 1.2.1(13)), to ahieve this, it suÆes to note thatpro-smooth aÆne morphisms respet Chow motives, whih is immediate fromRemark 1.2.2(2) (along with the fat that pro-smooth base hange preservesthe regularity of shemes). �Remark 2.3.3. 1. This argument also shows that we ould have onsideredonly projetive (regular) X=S in the de�nition of Chow(S); we would have ob-tained the same ategory Chow(S) (at least) when S is as in Proposition 2.3.2.2. Atually, the negativity of Chow(S) in DM(S) (for the \projetive ver-sion" of the de�nition) follows immediately from Lemma 1.3.3. Thus, we ouldhave de�ned the orresponding \restrition" of wChow (on a full subategoryof DM(S)) without any gluing arguments. Next, restriting ourselves to thease where DM(S) is \Chow-generated", we ould easily apply the argu-ments used in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 to this version of the Chow weightstruture. This is (basially) the approah to the study of the Chow weightstrutures used in [15℄ and [7, §2.1{2.2℄ (yet some of the methods used in theproof of Theorem 2.2.1 are \newer"; they were developed in [8℄ and in theurrent paper).We hose not to apply this approah in the urrent paper beause the lassof base shemes for whih we an use it is too small. The reason for this is thatfor Q-linear motives one only needs ertain alterations for the orrespondinganalog of Theorem 1.2.1(12) (f. [10, §4.1℄), whereas for Z[1p ℄-linear motivesone requires the so-alled prime-to-l alterations (for all primes l 6= p; f. theproof of [12, Proposition 7.2℄), whose existene is only known in the ontextthe ited assertion.3. Certainly, our proposition does not give a \full desription" ofHwChow(S)beause we have not \omputed the morphisms" in Chow(S). We note thatthe argument used in (the proof of) [7, Lemma 1.1.4(I.1)℄ allows one to ex-press DM(S)(MBMS (X)(r)[s℄;MBMS (X ′)(r′)[s′℄) in terms of ertain (Borel{Moore) motivi homology groups; here r; s; r′; s′ ∈ Z, andX andX ′ are regularshemes that are projetive over S (whereas S is \pro-smooth aÆne" over avariety). Thus, we an ompute a \substantial part" of morphism groups inChow(S). Yet omputing the omposition operation for Chow(S)-morphismsis a muh more diÆult problem; for R = Q it was reently solved in [17℄.
§3. Appliations to (o)homology of motives and other mattersIn this setion we desribe some immediate appliations of our results (fol-lowing [7℄; so a reader well aquainted with [7℄ may skip this setion ompletelyor merely have a look at Proposition 3.2.3). Most of the statements below eas-ily follow from the results of [3℄; there is absolutely no problem to apply the



36 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVorresponding arguments from [7, §3℄ (where the ase of R = Q was onsid-ered) for their proofs. The results seem to be \more interesting" in the asewhere S is a pro-smooth aÆne limit of varieties (f. Proposition 2.3.2).3.1. The weight omplex funtor and the Grothendiek group for
DM(S). We note that the weight omplex funtor (whose \�rst anestor"was de�ned in [14℄) an be de�ned for DM(S).Proposition 3.1.1.(1) The embedding HwChow(S)→ Kb(HwChow(S)) fators through a er-tain weight omplex funtor tS : DM(S)→ Kb(HwChow(S)) whih isexat and onservative.(2) For M ∈ ObjDM(S), i; j ∈ Z, we have M ∈ DM(S)[i;j℄ (see De�-nition 1.4.1(4)) if and only if tS(M) ∈ K(HwChow(S))[i;j℄.Now we alulate K0(DM(S)) and de�ne a ertain Euler harateristi forshemes that are of �nite type (and separated) over S.Proposition 3.1.2.(1) We de�ne K0(HwChow(S)) as the Abelian group whose generators are[M ℄, M ∈ DM(S)wChow=0, and the relations are [B℄ = [A℄ + [C℄ ifA;B;C ∈ DM(S)wChow=0 and B ∼= A⊕C. For K0(DM(S)) wetake similar generators and set [B℄ = [A℄ + [C℄ if A→ B → C → A[1℄is a distinguished triangle.Then the embedding HwChow(S) → DM(S) yields isomorphismK0(HwChow(S)) ∼= K0(DM(S)).(2) For the orrespondene � : X 7→ [MBMS (X)℄ from the lass of shemesseparated of �nite type over S to K0(DM(S)) ∼= K0(HwChow(S)) wehave �(X \ Z) = �(X)− �(Z) if Z is a losed subsheme of X.3.2. On Chow-weight spetral sequenes and �ltrations. Now we dis-uss (Chow)-weight spetral sequenes and �ltrations for ohomology of mo-tives. Certainly, here one an pass to homology via obvious dualization (seeProposition 1.4.2(1)). We note that any weight struture yields ertain weightspetral sequenes for any (o)homology theory; the main distintion of the re-sult below from the general ase (i.e., from [3, Theorem 2.4.2℄) is that T (H;M)always onverges (beause wChow is bounded).Proposition 3.2.1. Let A be an Abelian ategory.(1) Let H : DM(S) → A be a ohomologial funtor ; for any r ∈ Zdenote H ◦ [−r℄ by Hr. For M ∈ ObjDM(S), we denote by (M i)the terms of tS(M) (so, M i ∈ DM(S)wChow=0; here we an take anypossible hoie of tS(M)).



CHOW WEIGHT STRUCTURES FOR dh-MOTIVES 37Then the following statements are valid.(a) There exists a (Chow-weight) spetral sequene T = T (H;M) withEpq1 = Hq(M−p) =⇒ Hp+q(M); the di�erentials for E1(T (H;M))ome from tS(M).(b) T (H;M) is DM(S)-funtorial in M (and does not depend onany hoies) starting with E2.(2) Let G : DM(S) → A be any ontravariant funtor. Then for anym ∈ Z the objet (WmG)(M) = Im(G(wChow;>mM) → G(M)) doesnot depend on the hoie of wChow;>mM ; it is funtorial in M .We all the �ltration of G(M) by (WmG)(M) its Chow-weight �l-tration. If G is ohomologial, it oinides with the �ltration given byT (G;M).Remark 3.2.2. 1. We obtain ertain (\motivially funtorial") Chow-weightspetral sequenes and �ltrations for any (o)homology of motives. In par-tiular, we have them for �etale and motivi ohomology of S-motives (withoeÆients in an R-algebra). The orresponding funtoriality results annotbe proved by using \lassial" (i.e., Deligne's) methods, beause they heavilyrely on the degeneration of (an analog of) T at E2.On the other hand, we probably do not have the \strit funtoriality" prop-erty for this �ltration unless T (H;M) degenerates for any M ∈ ObjDM(S)(see [5, Proposition 3.1.2(II)℄), whereas this degeneration is only known for\more or less lassial" Q-linear ohomology theories.2. T (H;M) an be desribed naturally in terms of the virtual t-trunationsof H (starting from E2); see [3, §2.5℄ and [7℄.3. For S being a pro-smooth aÆne limit of varieties (f. §2.3), we see thatthe (o)homology of anyM ∈ ObjDM(S) possesses a �ltration by subfatorsof (o)homology of regular projetive S-shemes.4. The arguments in [11, §7.2℄ easily yield (for R ⊂ Q, p 6= l ∈ P) theexistene of a (ovariant) �etale realization funtor from DM(S) into the or-responding ategory of Ekedahl's (�etale, onstrutible) Ql-adi systems.Note next that if S is a variety over k, then for p > 0 the target ategoryis endowed with a ertain weight �ltration (that was de�ned in [1, §5℄); forp = 0 one an fator the realization funtor mentioned through a ertain ate-gory endowed with ertain \weights" also (as was de�ned by A. Huber; see [9,Proposition 2.5.1℄). Moreover (see lo. it.), in both ases the orrespondingfuntors \respet weights". So, we see that wChow is losely related to Deligne'sweights for onstrutible omplexes of sheaves (that were also ruial for de�n-ing \weights" in [16℄). Yet (as was explained in [9, Remark 2.5.2℄) the weight�ltrations on the \�etale ategories" mentioned do not yield weight struturesfor them.



38 M. V. BONDARKO, M. A. IVANOVThe funtoriality of Chow-weight �ltrations has quite interesting onse-quenes.Proposition 3.2.3. For a sheme X, let H : DM(X)→ A be a ontravari-ant funtor. For all N ∈ DM(U)wChow60 onsider G(N) = (W 0H)(j!(N)) ⊂H(j!(N)).(1) The following statements are valid:(a) G(N) is DM(U)-funtorial in N ;(b) G(N) is a quotient of H(M) for some M ∈ DM(X)wChow=0.(2) Let now N = j∗(M)(= j!(M)) for M ∈ DM(X)wChow=0. Then alsothe following is true.(a) G(N) = Im(H(M)→ H(j!j!(M))) (here we apply H to the mor-phism j!j!(M)→M oming from the adjuntion j! ⊣ j! = j∗).(b) Let H = DM(X)(−;H) for some H ∈ ObjDM(X). ThenG(N) ∼= Im(DM(X)(M;H) → DM(U)(N; j∗(H))).Remark 3.2.4. 1. Thus, one may say that (W 0H)(j!(N)) yields the \integralpart" of H(j!(N)): we obtain the subobjet of H∗(j!(N)) that \omes fromany nie X-lift" of N if suh a lift exists, and a fator of H(M) for someM ∈ DM(X)wChow=0 in general; f. [2℄ and [20℄. If N =MBM (TU ) for a reg-ular TU proper over U , then any regular proper \X-model" TX for TU yieldssuh a \nie X-lift" for N . Next, in the setting of assertion 2b one an take Hrepresenting �etale or motivi ohomology (for an appropriate hoie of oeÆ-ients and some �xed degree, so that DM(S)(RY ; f∗(H)) is the orrespondingohomology of Y for any f : Y → X); then G(N) will be the image of thisohomology of TX in the one of TU .In this ase one an also study the ohomology of an objet NK of Chow(K)(i.e., of an element of DM(K)wChow=0), where K is some generi point of X.Indeed, any suh NK an be lifted to a Chow motif N over some U (K ∈ U , Uis open in X) by Remark 1.2.2(2) ombined with Theorem 1.2.1(13) (beauseif NK is a retrat of MBMK (TK) for some regular variety TK=K, then TKalong with this retration an be lifted to a regular TU over some open U ⊂ Xthat ontains K). Note that this onstrution enjoys \the usual" Chow(K)-funtoriality; this is an easy onsequene of Theorem 1.2.1(13).2. It ould also be interesting to onsider W lH∗(j!(N)) for l < 0.Referenes[1℄ Beilinson A., Bernstein J., Deligne P., Faiseaux pervers, Ast�erisque,vol. 100, So. Math. Frane, Paris, 1982, pp. 5{171.
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